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Your ADE Application 2017

From: ADE Program <ade.applications@apple.com>
To: Daniel Gallagher <handijasm@aol.com>
Subject: Your ADE Application 2017
Date: Mon, Apr 3, 2017 12:50 pm

Dear Daniel Gallagher,
Thank you for applying for the Apple Distinguished Educator (ADE) Class of 2017.
Unfortunately, your application was not selected for this year's program.
We appreciate the time you spent in preparing your application and sharing your story
through your submission video. We received a high volume of applications this year and
were pleased with the quality of applicants, which made the ﬁnal task of selecting a new
class more diﬃcult than ever. With so many applications received we are unable to
provide individual feedback on each application.
There are a number of other opportunities for you to remain engaged with Apple directly:
Exploring Everyone Can Code
We believe that coding is an essential skill. So we created Swift Playgrounds and learning
materials that will help everyone bring their ideas to life. We’re giving everyone the power
to learn, write, and teach code. Learn more about Everyone Can Code and get access to
free technical resources like video and sample code by participating in our educator
forums.
Visiting an Apple Store
You can attend free workshops at any Apple Store worldwide. Get help from experienced
Creatives by signing up for workshops on iPad, Mac, or Apple apps like iMovie, Keynote,
GarageBand, and more. Your school can also schedule a customized Field Trip that
focuses on a single app with a topic or project of your choice.
Learn about workshops and training >
Connecting on Social Media
We want to stay connected with you. Here are some ways to continue your connection
with Apple and innovative educators around the globe.
Follow @AppleEDU and join in the conversation with #AppleTeacher on Twitter.
Join #ADEChat to collaborate with ADEs and hundreds of other educators in our
Twitter chats every Tuesday evening throughout the school year. Educators answer
questions and share ideas, tips, and experiences teaching with Apple products.
Thanks again for your interest in the ADE Program. We wish you continued success and
welcome your application for a future ADE class.
Sincerely,
Apple Education
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